
Query Report

Guide to Create an

Automated Search 



In a crowded and competitive digital space, selecting the right keywords can make a
huge difference in your search engine optimization (SEO) efforts.

Running a regular search query report not only allows you to analyze keyword
performance but also helps ensure that you’re not wasting your efforts and
resources on irrelevant search terms.

Additionally, search query reports provide clear insights about keyword
opportunities you can include in your campaign.

In this short guide, you’ll learn how to create an automated search query report
using Google Sheets.

At the end of this guide, you should be able automatically export Google Search
Console (GSC) data into a Google Sheet in a way that’s easy to analyze. Also, you’ll
be able to back up your data beyond 90 days. Sounds good?

Keep reading to learn more.

What is a search query report?

A search query report is Google-generated report that shows the actual
terms that people search in the search engines like Google or a search
partner site and the performance of SEO campaigns when they were
triggered by those search terms.

Why is an automated search query report important?

Unlike years back, Google Analytics has stopped showing query data. Digital
marketers now have to rely on GSC as an alternative to get information about their
keywords and how these keywords are performing against users’ actual search
terms.

However, the search console isn’t ideal data analysis and doesn’t capture any data
beyond 90 days. The objective of this guide is to show you the efficient way to get all
the data you need to understand your ad and optimize where necessary.
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What do you need to get started?

Before you get started, you need to have your GSC account set up for your
site. If you don’t have it yet, check out this resource to learn how to do it
properly. [LINK TO APPROPROPRIATE RESOURCE]
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 Environment Setup
Login to your GSC account

STEP 
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STEP 
1

Open a Google Sheet and name it. It’s important to name the sheet
with something you can easily remember because this is where you’ll be
adding all your reports.  

 From the sheet, head over to “Add-ons” and then click “Get Add-ons.”

Search for “Search Analytics for Sheets”

Select and install the add-on. You’ll be asked to authorize the add-on with
your Google Account.

 Install the “Search Analytics
for Sheets” add-on
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1.

2.
3.
4.

Get started…

To do this, you need data from a site called productop10.com. 
Follow the steps below to complete the installation process:
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At this stage, you’ll need to search and pull initial data from the last two full
months. This action is performed only once, which is the first time you’re creating
a search query report.

The last two full months refer to the complete previous two calendar months. For
example, if you’re performing this action in December, you’ll need to manually
pull search data for the whole of October and November.

Pull Initial Search Data for 
the previous two months

STEP 
3
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1.
2.

 Choose the website you want to collect search data for

Select the period (the first full month of the two full previous
months. In the example above, it’s October)

 In Group By, provide necessary data such as “Data”, “Page” and
“Query”

 Leave/Set the Aggregation Type as Default

Leave/Set Row Returned as Everything

Leave/Set Result as Create New Sheet

Click Request Data

Click on add-ons > Search Analytics for Sheets > Open Sidebar

Hover to the request tab, provide relevant data for your website

Follow the steps below to complete this stage:
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Date: This date here refers to the day of the search data

Page: The page is the URL that’s ranking on Google

Query: The organic search terms that trigger the ranking URL

Clicks: Clicks refer to an estimate of the number of times the search results
for that URL/page was clicked by users

Impressions: This is an estimated number of times that the page was shown
on search  results for the search terms.

CTR: Click-Through-Rate (CTR) is the percentage of times the page was
clicked on compared  with the number of times it was shown

Position: Position shows the estimated position of the URL in the search
results

At this point, you have a new sheet. You can rename the sheet using the first
three letters of the month, e.g. Oct 2021.

 Repeat steps 2 and 3 for the second full month period, i.e. November

 Your Google sheet will typically have seven columns with each labelled as:
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3.
4.
5.
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To do this, follow the steps below:

    Click Add-ons > Search Analytics for Sheets > Open Sidebar

    Head over to the Backups tab

STEP 
4 Activate the Backup
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Now you’ve successfully created an automated search query report. This means your search 
query data will henceforth be automatically exported and downloaded every month from GSC 
into your sheet while you wait for an email informing you that you have new, updated data to
analyze. This method is the surest way to collect insights and review your keyword
performance, and see how your website is performing compared with your competitors.

1.
2.
3.

Now you’re about to enable the backup option for you to
transform this into an automated process that can be
easily duplicated.

 Select the website you want to pull search
data for

Select the monthly period

 Select the web search type

 In Group By box, add “Date”, “Page” and
“Query”

Leave/Set the Aggregation Type to “Default”

Leave/Set Rows Returned to “Everything”

Check the first two boxes that show up

Click Enable Backup

Fill out the boxes
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